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Introduction to Human-
Computer Interaction

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)

Studies how people use / interact with computers 
(technology) and how computers can be designed to 
make this interaction as successful as possible.
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Usability

"The extent to which a product can be used by
specified users to achieve specified goals with
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a 
specified context of use" (ISO 9241-11)

Evolution of human-computer interaction

Efficient workstations
» Human as cognitive-psychological actor
» Guidelines, formal methods, systematic testing

Groupware / communication / social context
» Humans as social actors
» Participatory design, prototyping, contextual design

Home environment / ubiquitous computing
» Increased importance of culture, emotion and experience
» Exploratory methods, cultural probes, …

70’s

80’s

90’s

00’s
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The User Experience

Traditional usability
» “The extent to which a product can be 

used by specified users to achieve specified 
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and 
satisfaction in a specified context of use”
(ISO 9241)

The User Experience
» No specific goals – ‘lean back’ – free choice
» Not effective or efficient, but emotionally

rewarding
» Unique context of the experience

ISO-13407 Human-centred design processes for interactive systems
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Understand and 
specify the context of use

Specify the user requirements

Produce design solutions
to meet user requirements

Evaluate the designs 
against requirements

Plan the human-centred 
design process

Designed solution
meets user requirements

Iterate, 
where 
appropriate

ISO/FDIS 9241-210:2009 

Understand and specify the context of use
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Produce design solutions

Evaluate designs against requirements
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Introduction to Social Media

From web1.0 to web2.0
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Social software building blocks (Smith 2007)

http://nform.ca/publications/social-software-building-block
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The User Experience of 
Social Media

Socio-pleasure

“Four pleasures" typology by Tiger (1992, cited in Jordan, 2000)
» Physio-pleasure
» Socio-pleasure
» Psycho-pleasure
» Ideo-pleasure

The enjoyment derived from relationships with others
» Facilitating social interaction

· E.g. through an object that brings people together like the social gathering at 
the coffee-maker at work

» A special object people can talk about
· e.g. a design television set

» An object that indicates that someone belongs to a specific social 
group

· e.g. a Porsche for yuppies
Designing products with a broader view instead of only 
functionality and usability
» Sociability
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Sociability

Dictionary (Merriam Webster)

» The quality or state of being sociable; also: the act or an 
instance of being sociable

» Sociable
· 1: inclined by nature to companionship with others of the same species : 

social
· 2 a: inclined to seek or enjoy companionship b: marked by or conducive to 

friendliness or pleasant social relations

“Togetherness, the sheer pleasure of the company of 
others” (Simmel, 1945)

» “Sociability in its pure form has no ulterior end, no content, 
and no result outside itself, it is oriented completely about 
personalities ”

Interactional characteristics of sociable conduct
» Not the personality characteristics of sociable individuals

Why study sociability in HCI?

Difference with usability
» Usability is usually focused on a single person
» Usability is about efficiency, effectiveness and 

satisfaction
Task-oriented studies are not useful for studying
Computer Mediated Communication
» More open-ended nature of sociability
» Motivates users to participate in communities, 

newsgroups, social software, …
» Interaction takes priority over transaction (Simmel)
» Interaction order (Goffman), rituals (Durkheim)

· ~ netiquette
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The user experience of Facebook
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Sociability in online communities

Communities with good sociability have social 
policies that support the community’s purpose, and 
are understandable, socially acceptable and 
practicable (Preece, 2000)
» Good sociability leads to success of an online 

community
Sociability issues to consider
» The community’s purpose

· Clear statement on what the community is about
» Registration

· Who to allow and encourage to participate in the community
» Privacy and trust

· Privacy statements that will protect users’ personal data
» The right level of policies

· Enough rules will provide structure, too much rules will deter people

Usability vs Privacy

“Most invasions of privacy are not intentional but due to designers’
inability to anticipate how this data could be used, by whom, and how
this might affect users” (Adams & Sasse, 2001)
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Privacy from HCI perspective

Restricting access to personal information
» “Leave me alone”

Controlling use of personal information
» “Let me decide”

Privacy is “the ability of individuals to control the 
terms under which their personal information is 
acquired and used” (Culnan, 2000)

User goals and privacy

Privacy is not the user’s main goal
» Secondary to completing main task

Controlling privacy settings
» Makes systems more complex
» Hinders ease-of-use

Usable privacy settings
» Provide transparent solutions
» Put the user in control
» Informs the user about what is going on
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User types

Technical users
» Apt at using technology
» Not a privacy expert

Business and legal experts
» Accustomed to compliance and policy rules
» Not always technically inclined

End-users
» Very diverse backgrounds
» Many with only limited technical knowledge
» Limited knowledge about impact of privacy policies

Users have different types of concerns

Unauthorized others accessing their personal data
» Security breaches
» Lack of internal control

Risk of secondary use
» Reuse of personal data for other uses (without consent)
» Sharing with third parties
» Aggregation into a profile

Inability to correct errors
General anxiety about personal data being collected
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Users have different levels of concern

Privacy fundamentalists
» Uncompromising about their privacy
» 37% of the US population

Privacy unconcerned
» Indifferent to privacy concerns
» 11% of the US population

Privacy pragmatists
» Concerned about privacy, but willing to trade personal data for

benefit
» 52% of the US population

Not absolute
» Changes over time (25% privacy fundamentalists in 2000)
» Cultural differences
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Self-reports vs observed behaviour

Reading privacy policies and taking concrete actions
» Reported as an important user concern
» Actual rates in log-files are much lower

TRUSTe mark and privacy policies
» Regarded by users as good trust indicators
» Content is usually not considered, just presence
» When present, users would divulge information, even if not

warranted

Increase awareness about privacy issues
» Design usable privacy tools

Designing usable privacy
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Five Pitfalls in the Design for Privacy (Lederer et al.)

Understanding Privacy Implications
» Obscuring potential information flow (1)
» Obscuring actual information flow (2)

Socially Meaningful Action
» Emphasizing configuration over action (3)
» Lacking coarse-grained control (4)
» Inhibiting established practice (5)

Pitfall 1: Obscuring potential information flow

Systems should clearly communicate the nature and 
extent of their potential for information disclosure
» Types of information
» Kinds of observers
» Media through which it is conveyed
» Length of retention
» Potential for unintentional disclosure
» Presence of third party observers
» Collection of meta-information

Making scope clear helps users understand 
capabilities and limits of the system
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Example pitfall 1

Pitfall 2: Obscuring actual information flow

Designs should make clear the actual disclosure of 
information through the system
Disclosure should be obvious to the user as it occurs
or within a reasonable delay
Provide sufficient feedback to inform but not 
overwhelm the user
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Example pitfall 2

Pitfall 3: Emphasizing configuration over action

Design should not require excessive configuration to 
create and maintain privacy
» People predict preferences incorrectly or forget 

preferences over time
» This creates condition for invasion of privacy

Because configuration has become a universal UI 
design pattern, many systems fall in to the 
configuration pitfall
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Example pitfall 3

Pitfall 4: Lacking coarse-grained control

Designs should offer an obvious top-level 
mechanism for halting and resuming 
information disclosure
Users are accustomed to turning something 
off when they want it to stop
Simple power / exit button will do
Ordinal controls are another possibility
» E.g. precision dial for revealing location
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Example pitfall 4

Pitfall 5: Inhibiting established practice

Privacy is managed through a range of 
established, nuanced practices
By supporting roles, expectations, and 
practices already used in target context…
Designs accommodate user’s natural efforts 
to transfer existing skills to new media
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Example pitfall 5

Questions to ask about a privacy cue

Do users notice it?
Do they know what it means?
Do they know what they are supposed to 
do when they see it?
Will they actually do it?
Will they keep doing it?

The answers?
» User studies
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Privacy Bird

Red bird indicates mismatch
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Privacy and social media

CSCW and privacy

Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW)
» Interactions with other users
» Nuanced, flexible and contextual views on privacy

Shared spaces
» Rooms linked with audio- and video connection
» Presenting oneself to others; rules of conduct; visibility; …

Collaborative applications
» Shared calendars, sharing documents, …
» Misusing shared information; automation; availability; …

Awareness
» Knowing where others are or what they are doing
» Providing blurred images or distorted voices
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The Community Bar (video)

McEwan, G., and Greenberg, S. (2005)
Community Bar (The Video). Video Proceedings of ECSCW - European Conference on 
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (Sept 18-22, Paris. Video and 2-page summary, 
Duration 5:04. 

Online and mobile photo sharing

Study by Ahern et al. (2007)
» ZoneTag for uploading mobile pictures to Flickr
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Taxonomy of privacy considerations

Implications for design

Prevent mistakes or reduce their impact
Increase awareness of information aggregation
Provide impactful information and feedback
Decouple discoverabilitty and the convenience of 
disclosure
Decouple photo and location information visibility
Discourage blanket strategies
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Location sharing (Tsai et al., 2009)

The impact of feedback

Persons receiving feedback
» Become more comfortable with sharing their location

information
» Had a lesser degree of concern for their privacy after use of 

the system than before
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Weak ties versus strong ties

Person has diverse range of ties with other people
» Ranging from weak to strong ties
» Social network sites often only have ‘friend or not’

· Grouping friends is possible on Facebook, but unsure if people
change their privacy settings for each group of users

» Many people are accepted as ‘friend’, even though they are 
just acquaintances

Social networks have no impact on number of strong
ties
» But do increase the communication with weak ties

Difference in size between online and offline ties
» Offline dozen of strong ties, 1000-2000 weak ties
» Online hundreds of direct friends, hundreds of thousands

by three degrees of separation

Predicting tie strength with social media

Gilbert & Karahalios, 2009

S
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Implications for design

Model tie strength to
» Prioritize activity updates
» Broadcast especially novel information
» Make better friend introductions
» Build more informed privacy controls

Conclusion

Tension between usability and privacy
» Diverse user groups
» Privacy is not primary task

Users are generally concerned about their privacy
» But do not always act accordingly

Usable privacy design is important
» Provide information and feedback
» Give users appropriate control (but not too much)
» Align with real social practices
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Questions?

david.geerts@soc.kuleuven.be
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